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Quiz #5
The Future of Sex Tech
1. What are some of the ways technology can impact sex and sexual expression?

2. Under what conditions might a couple use a remote-controlled vibrator? Would you?

3. How might phone sex be transformed by Google Glass?

4. Would men be interested in a sex toy that simulates oral sex?

5. Could virtual reality sex become addictive?
6. Can robots generate more sexual pleasure than a live consenting adult human?

Searching for Sex
1. What is the most common "Internet Search" related to marriage?
a. sexless b. abusive c. no sex d. loveless e. unhappy
2. T/F Boyfriends seem to avoid sex more than girlfriends.
3. T/F Wives seem to avoid sex more than husbands.
4. T/F Men worry more about their penises than any other body part.
5. What are women's concerns related to penis size?

6. T/F More Americans now are interested in making their butts smaller.
7. T/F Males make more searches than females regarding vaginal odor.
8. T/F Google data is a small sample of everyone's thoughts and concerns. It is suggestive, not
definitive.

Why Have Young People in Japan Stopped Having Sex?
1. T/F The traditional family model in Japan is a working husband and a stay-at-home wife.
2. T/F Fewer babies were born in Japan in 2012 than any year on record.
3. What environmental factors have contributed to Japanese youth’s skepticism about love?

4. How have Japanese men changed?

5. How have Japanese women changed?

6. What social and economic barriers do young people face?
7. What kinds of instant gratification do Japan’s sex-starved young people engage in?
8. How is marriage a grave for Japan’s professional women?

9. T/F 90% of young Japanese women contend that staying single is preferable to the burdens
of marriage.
10. Describe the social and home lives of Japan’s single people.

11. T/F Being single by choice is unusual in Japan.
12. T/F 40% of women in their 20s in Japan are expected to never have children.

13. How does new media (re: social networks) impact socializing in Japan?

14. T/F Because Japan is an overcrowded nation, slipping into private virtual spaces is especially
appealing.
15. Would you say the scene for young people in America is similar to that described in Japan?

